
“We shape our buildings, afterwards our buildings shape us”



4GD’s mission is to drive collective operational excellence through individual training.  

We combine our technical expertise with personal operational experience to deliver the best 
possible capability to the Warfighter.

Our user-centric technology allows you to focus on individual tactical performance, whilst our 
continuing innovation hones our systems as you hone your skill.  

The 4GD SmartFacilityTM is the world’s most technologically advanced Shoot House.  As experts in 
our field, we specialize in maximizing the use of space and optimizing each of our SmartFacilityTM

products to your tactical needs.  

While the SmartFacilityTM appears focused on urban CQB that is but the foundation to enable 
bleeding edge data capture and revolutionary synthetic combined arms, and collective, training.

We already have SmartFacilities operational in elite units in both the US and UK.
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`
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IMMERSIVE
We use tech to create a high-fidelity training 
environment, bringing the battlefield to you. 

EMPOWERING
Our user-centric technology ensures everyone 

can use and control the system.  

DECENTRALIZED
Technology allows you to conduct complex 

collective training locally.

Winning Focused
We believe that the future differentiator will be 
combined arms. Our facilities use the basis of 

CQB training to enable combined arms training.

Infrastructure
We believe the future needs bespoke buildings 
with the data, and power, capacity for complex 
simulations.

SCALABLE
We deliver everything from small scale facilities 
to complete immersive villages.

MODULAR
The SmartFacility is divided into four modular 
levels so, whilst intended to operate as a whole, 
we can work with the user to meet their exact 
requirement at the point of need.

ADAPTABLE
If required, we can install into existing buildings 
and complexes.
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LAUNCH

The 4GD SmartFacilityTM is the world’s most technologically advanced urban training facility.
Capable of high quality, technical and immersive DCC training. Ready for world leading data
capture that facilitates proper objective performance analysis and a synthetic wrap that enables a
multi facility landscape and complex combined arms training. SmartFacilityTM aggregates five core
and one foundational product, each specifically selected and optimized to deliver the ultimate user
experience;

• Level 0: Infrastructure Bespoke buildings designed for CQB now and enabled for the future

• Level 1: SimWallTM Non-ballistic, reconfigurable panels.

• Level 2: 4GAVTM State-of-the-art special effects and AAR.

• Level 3: SimStrikerTM High-tech realistic and reactive humanoid targets.

• Level 4: EcfectusTM A tactical performance data collection and analysis system.

• Level 5: AciesTM The SmartFacilityTM’s combined arms integratedreality® simulation system.

The unprecedented flexibility of the SmartFacilityTM ensures that the facility changes with you,
adjusting to your operational need, mission set, or tactical experience. It ensures that you are
always ready for your next battle, as you have fought it before.

In addition, knowing no two units’ needs are the same, we are able to offer a scaled and adaptive
service. We can deliver a SmartFacilityTM of any size, from the ground up or around your existing
training infrastructure.
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Level 0
infra

LO: Video
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Deliberate/permanent;
4GD has worked alongside some of the world’s leading engineering and design firms to create 
the ultimate urban training space. Using our patented inside out design methodology the 
structures are shaped around the main training space. The walkthrough, at the QR code, 
shows the feel of the space and how the flow of the building works.

adaptations/semi-permanent;
4GD can also adapt existing structures. We can take almost any space and, if sufficiently 
resourced, turn it into a state-of-the-art urban training facility. Similarly, we can work with 
several partners should semi-permanent urban training space is required.



Immersive

SimWallTM is available in any design to support 
your mission-specific training. Panel printing can 
be easily replaced to quickly change scenarios. 
From a jungle camp or desert compound, to the 
deck of a passenger ship, panel design is limited 
only by your imagination. Doors are also available 
with a variety of bespoke models to match any 
environment and continue the immersion of the 
printing.

Deployable

Designed for training when forward deployed or 
held at readiness, as well as partner force 
training.  The 4GD DSS (as seen on page 8) can 
be transported Globally utilising existing Military 
and Civilian logistics  infrastructure. 

Level 1
simwalltm

L1: Video

RECONFIGURABLE

SimWallTM’s novel panel and post system allows 
very simple construction of facilities, with 

remodelling achievable by only one person.

MODULAR

Panels can be built off and connected to each 
other, meaning scenarios can be developed and 
your facility can grow over time. Any type of door 

or window box is available for varied training.  
The panels can also be connected to the walls of 

facilities to enable more configurability.

“Glass” shoothouse

The system is also available in 50% height for 
easy CQB instruction.
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Level 1
simwalltm
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L1: Video

Function Capability

Size Panels: 103cm x 15cm x 210cm 
Posts: 15cm x 15cm x 210cm

Weight Panel Units: <50kg

Panel Units 1. Panel.
2. Window.
3. Door.
4. Double Door.

Door Types 1. Conventional Western.
2. Ship’s.
3. Middle Eastern.
4. Bespoke on request.

Window 
Options

1. The window boxes can be fitted with any 
image, such as a street scene, on request.

Post Units 1. Full height post.
2. 50% height post. 
3. Wall post.

Ease of 
Movement

2 x person lift and 1 x person push (on a flat 
surface).

Ease of 
Build

As seen in the video, in the QR code overleaf, 
one person can easily construct a SimWall 
facility.  

Printing 
Options

The panels can be printed with any texture or 
image and any logo can be added to the top 
right corner. 

NSN 6930-99-217-2639

At the heart of 4GD’s SmartFacilityTM is SimwallTM: our rapidly reconfigurable, non-ballistic modular 
panel system.  Easily repurposed for a specific mission or training objective, this capability trains 
mental agility by providing an ever-changing training environment.  

No longer will the Warfighter learn to fight a facility, SimWallTM will train them to adapt to and 
overcome uncertainty. Intentionally non-ballistic, SimWallTM, when combined with PMR (Paint 
Marker Rounds), allows the Warfighter to exactly emulate the realities of battle unhindered by 
ballistic training rules.  The system has been tested against all the market-leading marker rounds.

Printing and 50% height options
The panels can be covered in any texture in order to 
improve the immersion of the panels and the facility. 
The system is compatible, as seen above, with 50%
height panels for instruction.

The Range
SimWallTM has a full suite of units.
From normal panels, to doors and 
windows (all connected by posts) 
for any training evolution.



COMBAT Immersion

Simwall™ provides an unparalleled combination 
of simple user operation and structural integrity. 
Allowing fast and effective scenario changes. 
While optional environmental graphics provide 
additional sensory immersion and a link to 
whatever deployed environment is required.

RAPIDLY DEPLOYABLE

Designed for training when forward deployed or 
held at readiness, as well as partner force 

training.  The 4GD DSS can be transported 
Globally utilising existing Military and Civilian 

logistics  infrastructure. See more at the video 
linked to the QR code above.

SIMWALLtm

The 4GD Simwall™ reconfigurable panels can 
be immediately released from the transport 

retention system to conduct CQC training. 
Robust, they are suitable for use in both 

extreme hot and extreme cold weather. The 
panels can be quickly resecured for transport 

to the next mission or task. 

RECONFIGURABILITY 

The standard DSS solution provides for 
thousands of configuration possibilities, utilising 
an optimum number of Simwall Panels™, 
Simwall™ Doors and Simwall™ Windows. Ready 
for immediate deployment, get in touch today to 
order yours!

Level 1
Deployable

L1: DSS
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IMMERSIVE

4GAVTM combines a suite of special effects to 
exactly recreate the combat environment, from 

smell to sound, both day and night.

REACTIVE

4GAVTM can be controlled by the facility passively, 
or by an instructor actively.

TARGETED

HD cameras, and sensor capture, optimized to 
remove all blind spots, both visual and data, allow 
targeted improvement to individual performance.

AAR (HD/IR)
Our intelligent cameras deliver a perfect top-
down view of training. This high-fidelity display 

delivers real-time and after-action review (AAR).

Level 2
4gavtm
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L2: 4gav

Control
Bespoke software for every facility ensuring 
ease of use enabling exceptional training 
evolutions.

Audio
Bespoke audio effects to complement the 
scenario.  All of our effects can be delivered as 
a zonalised ‘point’ effect or for background 
immersion.

Lighting
White, coloured and IR. All dimmable and in 
strobe.

SFX
Attacking the 4th sense through aroma 
immersion and visual through smoke 
discharge.



Level 2
4gavtm
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L2: 4gav

Function Capability

Control Unit System run through 4GAV rack. This allows the scenario to be built using the 4GAV 
app on the tablet. The 4GAV system is, in essence the facility’s O/S.

Connectivity The system uses our own connection system built into the rack. We have 
experience in designing connectivity from buildings to villages.

Software The system has two primary interfaces;
Control App: The primary facility control system is the tablet loaded 4GAV app 
enabling live control as well as scenario building.
AAR: The TV screens in the debrief facility enable simple, effective, AAR.
Maintenance: Designed to collect training, and facility, data, beyond the video 
footage the system ”knows” when issues arise and can remotely diagnose.

Speakers We have refined a speaker capable of both layering separate audio effects as well 
as being robust enough to withstand PMR.

Audio Files The 4GAV system has a bleeding edge audio management system. 4GD works with 
you on the regions you wish to train in and we will then build both a background 
audio track, as well as specific effects relevant to that region.

Lighting 4GD are a market leader in the use of IR lighting to enhance training. Both 
contemplating performance as well as facilitating demanding black light training, 
regardless of experience. 

Cameras 4GAV has, at it’s centre, a camera 4GD designed over years. Its ability to view top 
down, and in the dark is unrivalled and its usage, alongside our lighting, ensure AAR 
is as good at night as during the day.

SFX Smoke: We can push smoke anywhere in the facility to replicate explosions, 
grenades etc. 
Aroma: In a similar manner we can make any area of the facility smell however we 
want whenever we want



REALISTIC

We make our SimStriker as realistic as 
possible.  Mixing 3D visuals, reaction and 

response to replicate live targets as closely as 
possible.

REACTIVE

Our target can react to sound, light and 
motion triggers.

RESPONSIVE

Once triggered, the ProTarget will respond 
with voice, movement or by shooting back

VISUAL SELECTION

Choose between a variety of different 
combatant and non-combatant visuals.

Level 3
simstriker
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L3: Video

AUDIO SELECTION

Choose from a huge bank of audio responses.

Synthetic Portal

The SimStrikerTM is a perfect digital twin to 
any synthetic enemy. Allowing engagement in 

both the physical and synthetic with any action 
in one “world” also occurring in the other.

Data Capture

As seen in the UI below the system records 
zonal accuracy as well as alert status (resting, 
alert, engaging and dead) enhancing AAR 
hugely, especially linked to 4GAV.



Level 3
simstriker

Function Capability

Sensors (A) The target can sense motion, light and audio 
through it’s ”brain”.

Audio/States
(B)

The target has audio packs in a wide variety of 
languages. With 3 states resting, alert and 
engaging the target can speak accordingly.

Hit Sensing (C) Currently based around 5 zones, two lethal three 
wounding. Gen_2 will have hit zones at sub cm 
levels of accuracy.

Shoot Back (D) Sufficient ammunition for 100 engagements 
using non-ballistic pellets

Motion (E) Twist: 0 to 270 degrees. Adjustable start and 
stop angle.
Movability: Currently static 

Weight Base Unit: 20 Kg
SimStriker: 10 Kg

Motion Speed Twist: 0.25s on a 0-90 degrees twist (Adjustable)

Design 
Aesthetic

Select from several different ENFOR and civilian 
designs.

Power Battery and/or external power, delivering 3000
movements on one charge.

Control Controlled by either the 4GAV (Level 2) app or the 
standalone SimStriker app. 

Comms WiFi (as part of 4GAV (L2 Facility)) or BT LR.
e

A

d

c

b

4GD’s SimStriker is designed to be as human-like as possible, further enhancing the realism of 
the 4GD SmartFacilityTM. Wireless, it can be placed anywhere within the SmartFacilityTM and 
automatically react to a Warfighter’s actions. It can sense sound, light and 
motion, in essence hearing and seeing you coming.  When triggered, it can 
respond audibly, with movement or by shooting back.  Responses can be 
either pre-set or instructor-initiated for ultimate scenario control. The
SimStriker delivers demanding judgmental training and unprecedented 
feedback, though exceptional data capture. Prepped for L5 it is also a 
perfect physical twin for synthetic training meaning it is ready for
training now and in the future as seen at 01:15 in the AWE QR (Pg.3).

L3: Video
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tactical benefits

Unparalleled individual performance analysis,  
enabling rapid improvements driven by data.

Targeted improvement to all elements of a 
user’s performance. We find the ”why” of the 

issue not the “what”.

Performance monitoring throughout the 
service of an operator. Enabling a migration 

from annual testing to continuous testing.

Data aggregated into a simple score to chart 
performance, both individually and collectively. 

Bringing competition into tactical performance.  

strategic benefits

Aggregation of training data to chart collective 
operational readiness. Command can remotely, 
and objectively analyse a unit’s status.

Comparison with other data sources for 
deeper analysis. Enhancing the strategic 
understanding at the tactical and operational 
level.

TTP & Equipment analysis and development 
can be done objective against a performance 
baseline.

High quality data capture enables synthetic 
combined arms collective training. By realising 
the ambition of the solider being the controller. 

Level 4Level 4
ecfectustm
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L4: Video



Level 4
ecfectustm

L4: Video

A
B

D

C

Sensor Capability

Eye (A) Data Points: Eye orientation, Eye 
Focus.
Body Tracking:  Eye Movement.
Logic: This allows us to analyze focus, 
fatigue and target acquisition.

Head (A) Data: Head orientation.
Tracking:  Head Movement.
Logic: This enables, in conjunction with 
weapon tracking, the analysis of head 
weapon orientation.

Biometric (B) Data: HR, VHR, CBT and Body 
Orientation.
Tracking:  Body Position (Prone, Kneel, 
Standing).
Logic: This enables a multitude of 
pieces of analysis around human 
performance.

Weapon (C) Data: Weapon discharge, Magazine 
state, stoppage state.
Tracking:  Weapon tracking.
Logic: This will enable a huge amount 
of tactical analysis, from magazine 
changes to stoppage drills.

WarPac® (D) Data: N/A.
Tracking:  Core motion tracking in the 
facility.

Our Ecfectus system brings the insights provided by Big Data to enhance military performance 
through training. Through multiple non-invasive sensors, distributed across the operator, we can 
monitor performance to an unprecedented level of detail. This can be done in real time to adapt 
training under progress or immediately after as well as throughout the service of an operator.

Additionally, Ecfectus, acts as the core data input into our Level 5 product, Acies. The quality of our 
data is unprecedented in the defence market meaning, for the first time, the necessary simulations 
for complex collective combined arms simulation are now possible.
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Level 5
aciestm
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L5: Video

PHYSICAL 
“WORLD”

SYNTHETIC 
“WORLD”

PHYSICAL URBAN

PHYSICAL C/A

SYNTHETIC URBAN

SYNTHETIC C/A

Collective 
combined arms

One of the biggest gaps in contemporary urban 
training is the tuition, and testing, of 

commanders in how to bring combined arms 
assets to bear quickly and efficiently.

To much effort has gone into bringing the “close” 
fight into the virtual. 4GD’s belief is the ”close” 

fight should stay in the physical and that 
synthetic should only be used for things that are 

too difficult, dangerous or expensive to do 
regularly in the physical.

By creating perfect digital twins, we can link high 
quality physical training with high quality synthetic 

as seen in the image below.

A good example of this is our recent AWE 
experiment, a video of which can be fond on Pg.3 

Synthetic 
relocation

4GD attempt to standardise SmartFacilities in 
order to enable synthetic relocation of 
geographical dislocation.

What this means is multiple SmartFacilities 
training independently can synthetically train 
together in the same virtual space, pushing the 
way for the Defence Metaverse. 

This could enable disparate 3 x Platoons to 
conduct Company training together 
synthetically. Or, more strategically, it could 
allow infantry battalions, in one location, to train 
alongside an artillery regiment located 
elsewhere. 



Level 5
aciestm
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L5: Video

Synthetic may be the future of dismounted close combat training however physical reality is here, 
now, and always will be. At 4GD we recognize the visceral, human and complex nature of 
soldiering.  We are also committed to seizing the latest technology developments to replicate this 
within the training environment to better prepare the warfighter for operations. Therefore, 4GD 
have combined realistic, complex combined arms training with our decentralised SmartFacilityTM 

in ACIES®.

By leveraging the computing power of the SmartFacilityTM, and using the quality of Ecfectus’ data, 
4GD facilitates complex combined arms training.  Our technology will overlay the physical 
scenario with the synthetic combined arms scenario, seamlessly blending the virtual with the 
real. In this way ACIES® dramatically increases the capability of the SmartFacilityTM, providing 
access to resource-heavy force multipliers at  the smallest formation level. 

Synthetic Portals
4GD believes that which is best trained in the physical 
should stay there. As such instead of using HMDs we input 
the synthetic into real world portals such as scopes, or DSA.

Full array of assets
4GD can recreate any modern effector required to create 
the ultimate digital training space. Everything from Direct 
Fire (like Sniper Rifles and HMG), through Indirect 
Fire assets (like Javelin, Mortars and Fast Air) to BG assets 
such as Electronic Warfare. 

Synthetic Portals
The SimStriker® is a perfect digital 
twin allowing enemy to be engaged 

in the physical and synthetic.



smartvillage
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SMARTVILLAGES;
We can create anything from small scale adaptations of existing facilities all the way through 
to full scale, state of the art immersive villages. These could incorporate internal walls built 
from SimWallTM as well as integrating our 4GAVTM technology system, allowing instructors to 
monitor and control the entire village remotely by tablet.

READY AS A SYNTHETIC TWIN;
Any 4GD village will also be modelled in the digital enabling a synthetic twin at centimetre levels 
of accuracy. This means that complex collective combined arms simulations in the synthetic 
can be overlaid into training exercises in the physical.



SMARTFACILITYTM Smartvillage

New Build Adaptation Deployable Ballistic* New Build Adaptation

Level 1 Y Y Y Y Y

Level 2 Y Y** Y Y Y**

Level 3 Y Y Y Y Y Y

Level 4 Y Y Y Y Y

Level 5 y Y** Y Y Y**

The versatility of the 4GD SmartFacilityTM means it can be delivered in several different ways.  See 
the matrix below to understand how each product fits;

Smartfacilitytm

modularity

* 

**

Although non-ballistic specialists, we can deliver 4GD products into some ballistic ranges.

To optimize the installation of 4GAV and Ecfectus sometimes, in adapted facilities, the loss of     
our perfect top-down AAR view is sometimes unavoidable.
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Locate • Identify a location to build, adapt or store.

Design

• We will conduct a site visit to survey the 
location.

• We will then design your facility, based on 
the agreed level and location.

DELIVER

• Manufacture

• Deliver

• Build/Install

Smartfacilitytm

How to guide

MEET
• Meet a member of the 4GD team.

• Hone your requirement.

Contact
• Website:  www.4gd.co.uk

• Email: info@4gd.co.uk
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AGREE
• Design & Location.

• Decide on Contract Vehicle/Methodology. 

http://www.4gd.co.uk/
mailto:info@4gd.co.uk


Follow us on social media;

©4GD2022


